By connecting certain clearly marked squares in this grid, you can draw a rough picture of the item the three shaded words tell you the name of.

**ACROSS**
1. To put in a square item that removes wrinkles (5)
4. Don’t start inferior, decrepit car (4)
6. Letters sent by plane or rail? I am confused (7)
8. Said to grab spies (4)
9. Bird that used to live, and act, and party (4)
10. Ran across Ann in *Ran* (7)
13. Effect that sounds like vibrato to Mel or Dotty (7)
16. Slip when writing “They emptied an Italian river” (4)
17. Nobleman beheaded singer Bailey (4)
18. Drug for malaria patients in France who turned six (7)
19. Height of the unknown gorilla? (4)
20. Former inmate, of age about 90 (5, hyph.)

**DOWN**
1. Hounds start to besiege property (7)
2. Leaders of Trinidad consume candy, say (5)
3. Sign exhibiting topless ladies (4)
4. Conceal skin (4)
5. Incorrectly dub Al and Paula from *American Idol* (5)
7. City containing New Jerseyites and Barbie’s trampy lover? (7)
11. Settle one’s debts with a whelp carrying a club (5, 2 wds.)
12. Cord I twisted around a kind of Grecian column (5)
14. Cooked mixture of flour and fat from a marsupial in your mouth (4)
15. Tops bearing name of an isle near Great Britain (4)